AFRICA
Igor Kopytoff recently returned from the Ivory Coast and is now planning ethnographic research in Nigeria.

ALASKA

ANDEAN STUDIES
Alfred Kiddie is compiling the publication of his excavation at Chiripa in highland Bolivia.

ARGENTINA

APPLIED SCIENCE CENTER FOR ARCHAEOLOGY (ASCA)
Continuing development of underground exploration instruments, dating methods, preservation and identification techniques. F. F. Bane in charge.

EGYPT

GREECE

GUATEMALA
Continuing excavations and restorations at Tikal. In collaboration with the Guatemala Government. Year-round operations. William Coe in charge.

IRAQ
Completing excavations at Hasanlu and Zave in collaboration with the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, as part of an archaeological study of northwestern Iran. Summer season. Robert Dyson in charge.

ITALY

JORDAN
Excavation of Tell en-Seidieh, Jordan Valley, continuing in late winter and spring months. James Pritchard in charge.

MAYA EPISODEOGRAPHY RESEARCH
Linton Satterthwaite continues his studies on the Maya Calendar and astronomy.

NEW BRITAIN ISLAND

PAKISTAN

PERU
Kenneth Kessinger will be in Peru in December for ethnographic studies.

RACIAL STUDIES
Carlton S. Coon is completing his second volume on his study of races.

SOLOMON ISLANDS

SUMERIAN STUDIES
Samuel Noah Kramer continues his study and publication of Sumerian literary documents.

TRUK, CAROLINE ISLANDS

TURKEY

UNDERSEA

UNITED STATES
Anthropological students studying gypsies in Philadelphia and a negro religious group in New Jersey. 1964-1965.

WESTERN EUROPE
Student training in archaeology has been directed by Bernard Waim § Navan, in Ireland, and at Castle-an-Rinns, Cornwall. This will continue, probably in France.